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In 5G scenarios, there are a large number of video signals that need to be processed. Multiobject tracking is one of the main
directions in video signal processing. Data association is a very important link in tracking algorithms. Complexity and
efficiency of association method have a direct impact on the performance of multiobject tracking. Breakthroughs have been
made in data association methods based on deep learning, and the performance has been greatly improved compared with
traditional methods. However, there is a lack of overviews about data association methods. *erefore, this article first
analyzes characteristics and performance of three traditional data association methods and then focuses on data association
methods based on deep learning, which is divided into different deep network structures: SOT methods, end-to-end
methods, and Wasserstein metric methods. *e performance of each tracking method is compared and analyzed. Finally, it
summarizes the current common datasets and evaluation criteria for multiobject tracking and discusses challenges and
development trends of data association technology and data association methods which ensure robust and real time need to
be continuously improved.

1. Introduction

With the advent of the 5G [1–3], there is a great im-
provement in transmission speed [4], and a large amount of
video signal information in imperfect scenarios has to be
processed [5, 6]. *e rapid development of neural networks
[7] makes the processing of these signals no longer difficult.
Multiobject tracking (MOT) has an important position in
video signal processing. It has a huge application prospect in
automatic driving, intelligent monitoring, radar imaging,
and so on [8, 9]. Up to now, most of the MOTmethods are
based on ideal scenarios, for example, target density is low
and occlusion rarely occurs. In practical applications,
however, imperfect scenarios may exist, and a model mis-
match would appear between the ideal one and the real one.
*ere are still no MOTmethods suitable for all scenes, and
neural network has low versatility [10], so MOT is still
considered to be a very challenging task. MOT can be

divided into two directions: MOT based on initial frame and
MOT based on detection. However, MOT based on initial
frame can only track marked objects in the first frame, and
new objects cannot be processed. MOT based on detection is
different from that based on initial frame. Firstly, all objects
in each frame are detected, and then the object tracking is
carried out by using detection results, which is called the
data association stage [11]. *e latter is the mainstream
direction of multiobject. With the application of deep
learning in object detection, the detection performance has
gradually matured. *erefore, the progress of data associ-
ation determines the progress of MOT.

Data association is the process of comparing and
matching all the objects in the object detection stage,
drawing the association track between each frame, and
comparing with the association track between real data for
learning, so that the network can predict the correct
movement track of the infinite approaching object. Simply
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speaking, all detected object data are divided into Nm sets,
and the probability of the same object in each set is infinitely
close to 1 [12].*ere are many hypotheses in this process: (1)
multiobjective, (2) false detection, (3) missing detection, and
(4) ambiguity. If detection results of all the objects in the
video are the normal state of real objects, then there is no
need for data association. *e premise is no missed de-
tection, no false detection, and no observation noise.
However, there are always errors in the actual object de-
tection process and lack of prior knowledge of the tracking
environment. In addition, the number of objects and the
detected data from the false object or the real object cannot
be known in advance. Moreover, the relaxation of each
hypothesis introduces a layer of uncertainty, and the object
of tracking is to find the object closest to the real object
among all the uncertainties [13]. It can be seen that data
association is a key and difficult point in MOT. *e com-
plexity and efficiency of association methods will have a
direct impact on the performance of MOT. When the object
is a single object, there is no need for data association, but
when there are multiple tracking objects and the objects are
very similar, the role of data association is particularly
important; of course, the process of association will become
more complex [14]. Although there are many data associ-
ation methods [15–20], how to build a more efficient data
association method is still one of the research difficulties.

*e range of association of MOT data mentioned in the
previous paper [21–25] is very wide, and most of them deal
with the information collected by sensors, such as different
forms of object track information collected by radar, sonar,
etc., after pairing and comparing the object track tracked by
sensors with the predicted object track, and the correct object
track is finally determined [26–29]. *e paper focuses on the
data association method based on video MOT, which only
deals with video information and no other sensors. Of course,
the above sensor association method can also be applied to
video MOT. *e success of the final association depends on
the similarity function used to match the object and detect it.
Traditionally, the cost function is made by hand based on the
representation of color histogram, boundary box position,
and linear motion model [30, 31], which cannot be gener-
alized across tasks and used in complex tracking scheme [32].
With the application of deep learning in MOT, data asso-
ciation based on deep learning is a framework that integrates
data association methods and deep feature information, so as
to get rid of constraints of traditional data association relying
on manual production and gradually become the mainstream
research direction. *is paper expounds the data association
method from two parts: traditional data association method
and data association method based on deep learning, as
shown in Figure 1. Among them, traditional data association
methods are described from probability-based data associa-
tion, feature matching-based data association, transforma-
tion-based data association, and hierarchical data association.
Data association method based on deep learning is described
from data association based on the SOTmethod, end-to-end
data association, and data association based on Wasserstein
measurement.

2. Traditional Data Association Methods

In the first section, the range of MOT data mentioned in
previous papers is very wide, and most of them deal with
sensor information to achieve the purpose of “multiple
trajectories determine a trajectory.” To put it simply, the true
trajectory of the tracked object is judged based on com-
parison and unity of results of multiple tracking methods.
*e reason why so many sensors are used for object tracking
is that, in MOTapplications, such as ballistic missile defense,
a small deviation may cause serious consequences. Classic
sensor-based data association methods include probability
data association filter (PDA), joint probability data associ-
ation filter (JPDA), and statistical data association filter (the
order statistics PDA and OSPDA). Vision-based data as-
sociation method is a branch of the abovementioned as-
sociation method and an important direction in computer
vision, but there are few review articles in this regard, and
this article will make up for this gap. First, this article
summarizes from traditional data association methods, and
the time axis of the representative methods is shown in
Figure 2.

2.1. Probability Class Methods. Joint probabilistic data as-
sociation filtering (JPDA) method is a very classic method in
probabilistic data association. Its purpose is to calculate the
association probability between observation data and each
object and consider all the effective response waves that may
originate from each specific object, but they have different
probabilities from different objects. *e advantage of the
JPDA method is that it does not require any prior infor-
mation about the object and clutter. It is one of the better
methods for tracking multiple objects in a clutter envi-
ronment. However, as the number of objects and mea-
surements increases, the calculation of JPDA will show a
combination of explosions, resulting in complex calcula-
tions. Using its advantages and improving its shortcomings,
many papers combining the advantages of the JPDAmethod
and methods for improving the JPDA method and other
methods of probability class are emerging.

Wang and Nguang [33] proposed a multiobject video
tracking method based on improved data association and
hybrid Kalman/H∞ filtering. Firstly, they extracted multiple
features of the object in the video to form a fusion feature
matching matrix. Secondly, they combined improved proba-
bilistic data association and developed a simplified joint
probabilistic data association for multiobjective association.
Finally, they proposed that Kalman/H∞ filtering of mixed state
estimation covariance can achieve robust and fast state esti-
mation of video objects. Results show that, while ensuring the
efficiency and accuracy of video object association, the per-
formance in noisy environment is also more reliable and ac-
curate. Improved data association diagram based on SJPDA and
IPDA is shown in Figure 3.

Xu et al. [34] describe how to develop a real-time
multitarget detection and tracking system for small drones.
*ey selected and implemented the deep learning visual
object detection algorithm based on YOLO and the MOT
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algorithm based on JPDA. Results show that JPDA has a
good association performance. Bićanić et al. [35] studied the
interaction between kinematics and appearance cues in
pedestrian MOT and established the consistency of pedes-
trian MOT. Tracking detection methods based on deep
learning detector, appearance-based deep correspondence
embedding, and joint integrated probabilistic data associ-
ation (JIPDA) were studied. Combined with JIPDA and
appearance-based tracker, deep correspondence embedding
was adopted. A convolutional neural network detector is
pretrained on the COCO dataset for accurate pedestrian

detection and as an input to JIPDA-based tracking method,
where the state consists only of pedestrian motion cues
(position and velocity). *e proposed pedestrian tracker
with motion cues currently ranks first on the 3DMOT2015
online benchmark [36]. Kikuchi [37] proposed a novel
object tracking method, which embeds PDAF into the
moving field estimation framework to deal with multiframe
tracking and physical constraints. Compared with the tra-
ditional PDAF, the proposed method can achieve robust
estimation using constraints and horizon. *e algorithm
framework is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 1: Overall classification chart.
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2.2. Conversion Methods. *e above two directions of data
association methods are directly looking for various
methods to solve the data association problem of MOT, but
due to the complexity of the scene, it is difficult to achieve
object tracking, so the data association problem is converted
into other similar problems to solve, and it may produce a
good effect.

Andriyenko and Schindler [38] transformed the object
tracking problem into a continuous energy function mini-
mization problem. *e problem of energy minimization is to
find the optimal solution because in the solution space, each
solution corresponds to a loss function. *e solution process is
to express the loss function and find an optimal way to find the
optimal solution. Different from other methods, it focuses on
finding an energy function that can truly express the problem,
rather than a function that facilitates optimization. A suitable
optimization framework is constructed to find the “strong”
local minimum of the given energy (function). *e conjugate
gradient method is extended by periodic cross-dimensional
jump methods in the framework. *ese changes allow the

search to get rid of “weak” local minima, thereby exploring a
larger part of the variable dimension search space, while re-
ducing energy. *e influence of different composition energy
functions is shown in Figure 5.

In Figure 5, the upper row shows the higher configu-
ration, and the lower row shows the lower configuration.
Gray indicates the position of the object with a higher
probability.

Milan et al. [39] also convert the MOT problem into a
continuous energy minimization problem, which can more
fully express the problem rather than global optimization. In
addition to image features, the energy function also con-
siders physical constraints such as object dynamics, mutual
exclusion, and tracking persistence. In addition, explicit
occlusion reasoning is used to process some image features,
and the appearance model is used to disambiguate different
objects. By alternately between continuous conjugate gra-
dient descent and discrete cross-dimensional jump move-
ment, the strong local minimum of the proposed nonconvex
energy is found.*is movement can reduce energy, allowing
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the search to avoid weak minimums and explore larger parts
of the search space with different dimensions. *e influence
of different components of the energy function is shown in
Figure 6.

In Figure 6, the upper row shows a higher configuration,
and the lower row shows the lower value for each individual
item. Dark, smooth spots indicate the detection location.
Different colors of the object location (marked with circles)
indicate a distinguishable appearance between objects.

Milan et al. [40] made improvements on the basis of [39]
and proposed a unified discrete-continuous energy function
minimization. *e function includes two tasks: data asso-
ciation and reconstruction of the actual trajectory describing
the spatiotemporal motion pattern of each object. Trajectory
characteristics are obtained through global label cost, which
describes the physical properties of a single track. In ad-
dition, to avoid collisions, a pair of label costs is introduced
to describe the interaction between objects. By selecting a
suitable form for a single energy component, a powerful
discrete optimization technique is used to process the data
association, and the shape of the single trajectory is updated
by continuous energy minimization based on the gradient.

Zuo et al. [41] adopted the Markov decision process
(MDP) dynamic object tracking method to turn MOT
problem into MDPmodel strategy problem. AnMDPmodel
represents the life cycle of an object. Multiple MDPs rep-
resent multiple tracked objects. *e life cycle tracking
process is shown in Figure 7. In the tracking process, the
feature points generated by the traditional TLD method are
replaced by the strong angles generated by the Shi-Tomasi
angle method, so that there are more stable target feature
points in the tracking process. Similar function learning of
data association is equivalent to learning of MDP strategy,
which uses reinforcement learning method, having dual
advantages of online learning and offline learning.

Shen et al. [42] converted the object data association
problem into the problem of selecting the optimal small
segment from the set of small trajectory segments.*e idea is
clear and the occlusion problem of the object is effectively
solved, but the process is more complicated. *e method is
divided into two stages. One is to propose a new trajectory
selection strategy to solve the occlusion problem; the other is
to use the MOT problem as a submodule maximization
problem subject to association constraints. Submodule
function is selected correctly from the set of candidate
trajectories to form object trajectory. *e flowchart of the
MOT method is shown in Figure 8.

In Figure 8, first, trajectories are generated by over-
lapping criteria and minimum cost flow, respectively. *en,
maximization of the submodule optimization problem is
used to solve MOTproblem, and the occlusion processing is
also embedded in the framework.

2.3. LayeringMethods. Layering is the most common idea in
software design. *e most typical one is the seven-layer
model of ISO. Each layer has its own specific functions, and
each layer uses some kind of “connection” to ensure that the
layers are coordinated and connected with each other, so as
to achieve the perfect and orderly operation of the overall
function. In the data association of video MOT, the idea of
layering is also very popular. However, each layer here is
more complementary, each layer can complete the overall
task, and the existence of other layers is to make up for
defects in a certain layer when completing tasks. For ex-
ample, when only using the appearance model to associate
objects between video frames, the appearance may suddenly
change, making the association unsuccessful or wrong. At
this time, using the motionmodel and the appearance model
to judge at the same time will get correct association.

Zhu et al. [43] propose a method for generating MOT
trajectory using hierarchical association. Firstly, after object
detection, the online discriminant analysis apparentmodel is
combined with the AdaBoost algorithm to generate the
initial tracking trajectory. Secondly, the discontinuous and
segmented trajectories are optimized using the Hungarian
algorithm to generate stable and accurate trajectory seg-
ments. Finally, an intelligent extrapolation algorithm that
minimizes energy is used to achieve a more continuous and
smooth trajectory. Framework diagram of hierarchical as-
sociation MOT method is shown in Figure 9.

Ali et al. [44] proposed a network flow method to
connect low-level detection and high-level trajectories. In
each step of the hierarchy, a new scoring system, ConfRank,
will be used to evaluate the candidate’s confidence. *e first
stage outputs a collection of unconnected reliability detec-
tions and short trajectories. For each individual test, de-
termine whether it belongs to existing tracking trajectories
or new tracking trajectories. Compared with the latest
technology, a good competitive result is obtained by having
fewer ID switches on multiple datasets. *e algorithm
framework is shown in Figure 10.

In Figure 10, on the basis of detections, ConfRank is cal-
culated by the spatiotemporal neighborhood and confidence of
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each detection. Overlap and ConfRank score match detections
are used to generate initial trajectories (Figure 10(a)).
Remaining single detection objects are extended using the single
object tracking (SOT) methods (Figure 10(b)). All trajectories
are matched to restore the entire trajectory (Figure 10(c)), and
its confidence is measured by ConfRank (Figure 10(d)).

Liu et al. [45] proposed hierarchical ideas to improve data
association. In order to enable the algorithm to achieve ac-
curateMOT, the proposedmethod embedsmultiple Gaussian
uncertainty (MGU) theories into a single motion model for
each object and then applies interaction constraints to
reassociate small trajectories with lower confidence. *is
model can not only associate objects more accurately across

frames but also dynamically constrain each other globally.*e
framework of HMOT is shown in Figure 11.

In Figure 11, an online MOT framework under complex
conditions is proposed. *e framework uses layered ideas to
improve data association. MGU is embedded in the motion
model of each object, and then interactive constraints are
applied to reassociate small trajectories with lower confi-
dence for accurate MOT.

Liu et al. [46] propose a hierarchical data association
method using subject and spatiotemporal features. In the
tracking process, wavelet confidence is used to achieve hi-
erarchical data association. According to different trajectory
confidence values, main-part and spatiotemporal feature
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models are used for subject and global data association,
respectively. As a result, the proposed method uses the
Hungarian algorithm to obtain the best association pair
between short trajectory and detection. *e algorithm
framework is shown in Figure 12.

Lu et al. [47] propose a global optimization method
combining nonlinear motion and layered network flow to
MOT. Each node in the network represents a trajectory, and
each edge represents an affinity score. Nonlinear motion
diagram is used to explain the nonlinear motion pattern
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between adjacent small tracks and obtain the motion affinity
when there is a time interval. Results show that the method
can realize continuous tracking when the direction of
motion is changed and occluded completely. *e algorithm
framework is shown in Figure 13.

Traditional data association method evaluation and
representative work are shown in Table 1.

3. Data Association Methods Based on
Deep Learning

Deep learning can make computers have human-like in-
telligence, and their development prospects must be infinite.
In recent years, with the application of deep learning in video
object tracking, MOT has made great progress. Although its
performance is far inferior to that of SOT based on deep
learning, its great development prospects in autonomous
driving, intelligent monitoring, and other industries as well
as the broad applications of deep learning have made re-
search in this area fierce. *e participation of a large number
of scholars has made relevant achievements endless. Among
them, data association is an indispensable link in MOT.
Judging from the current development of MOT, data as-
sociation can be recognized to determine the development
process of MOT. Fortunately, driven by current trends, a
number of excellent literature works have emerged based on
single object tracker data association or object detection
based data association.

Compared with traditional data association methods, the
performance of data association methods based on deep
learning is greatly improved.*e reason is that deep learning
is a method of computer self-learning the characteristics of
objects. *e process of feature learning is the process of
model construction, which reduces the lack of features
caused by manual design. However, the corresponding
calculation amount is also greatly increased, and the more
complicated the problem is, the higher the calculation power
is required. Although the current level of technological
development canmeet computing requirements, there is still

a long way to go to achieve generalization. *is is also a
direction that deep learning needs to overcome, namely, to
achieve high efficiency and low energy consumption.

*rough reading a lot of domestic and foreign literature
studies, this paper divides data association based on deep
learning into three general directions: data association based
on SOT method, end-to-end data association, and data
association based onWasserstein metric.*e time axis of the
representative methods is shown in Figure 14.

3.1. SOT Methods. With the application of deep learning in
SOT, its tracking performance has become very high, and the
tracking accuracy rate has reached more than 95%. In contrast,
there is much room for improvement in multiobject perfor-
mance. Efficient SOT performance has made many scholars
work hard onMOTbased on single object tracker, so it has also
derived a number of excellent literature works.

Zhu et al. [48] proposed an online MOT method, which
merged SOT and data association into unified framework to
deal with noise detection and frequent interaction between
objects. For data association, dual matching attention network
(DMAN) of the spatiotemporal mechanism is proposed.*ere
are three contributions for this method: applying SOT tracker
to MOT and introducing a new cost-sensitive tracking loss
function based on the latest tracker; a spatial attention network
is proposed to deal with the problem of noisy detection and
occlusion in MOT; and a temporal attention network is
proposed to adaptively assign different levels of attention scores
to different observation objects in the trajectory.

In Figure 15, the process is mainly composed of three
tasks: detection, SOT, and data association. *e state of each
object switching between tracking and loss depends on the
reliability of tracking. SOT is applied to generate a trajectory
of the tracking object, and the data association compares the
trajectory with candidate detection in order to allocate the
missing object.

Figure 16 consists of a space attention network (SAN)
and a time attention network (TAN). Given a candidate
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detection and an object tracker sequence as input, SAN
extracts combined features by comparing the detection
results with each sample in the tracker. TAN infers
whether the detected and tracked objects belong to the
same object by integrating information from the entire
tracker.

Chu and Ling [49] proposed an end-to-end model,
named FAMNet. *e process is as follows: SOT⟶affinity

estimation⟶ data association⟶ postprocessing. *e
core lies in completing K-frame joint data association
training through local association form.

In Figure 17, subnet in yellow background consists of
FAMNet. Fik is a set of features extracted from each frame.
See Figure 18 for details.

SOT twin network and the affinity network are merged,
SOT backbone network is used as feature extractor, and
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Table 1: Summary and evaluation of previous studies on traditional data association.

Author/organization Years Technical characteristics Dataset MOTA↑(%) MOTP↑(%) IDs↓

Shuoyuan Xu/Cranfield University 2018 JPDA applied to UAV [34] TUD
PETS

56.3
32.7 — —

Bićanić/University of Zagreb 2019 Combined with JIPDA and appearance-
based tracker [35] 3DMOT2015 55.9 64.0 486

Anton Andriyenk/TU Darmstadt 2011 Formulate MOT as minimization of a
continuous energy function [38]

terrace2 88.1 78.1 11
TUD 60.5 65.8 7
PETS 81.4 76.1 15
ped1-c2 48.0 75.5 4

Anton Milan/TU Darmstadt
2014 Formulate MOT as minimization of a

continuous energy function [39]

PETS-S2L1 90.6 80.2 11
PETS-S2L2 56.9 59.4 73
PETS-S2L3 45.4 64.6 27

2016 Discrete-continuous energy function
minimization [40] Datasets1 56.3 66.0 42

Guoyu Zuo/Beijing University of
Technology 2018 MDP object tracking method [41] PETS-S2L1 88.1 68.7 5

Jianbing Shen/Beijing Institute of
Technology 2018 Choose the best among small trajectories

[42]

TUD-
Crossing 60.2 77.2 32

PETS09-S2L2 21.3 70.7 251
Songhao Zhu/Nanjing University of
Posts and Telecommunications 2016 Hierarchical association MOT trajectory

generation method [43] Datasets2 — — 25

Ali Taalimi/University of Tennessee 2017 Novel hierarchical approach, network
flow [44] MOT2015 33.9 71.4 12.1

Junying Liu/Beihang University 2018 Hierarchical MOT [45]

PETS-S2L1 91.04 87.85 18
PETS-S2L2 52.83 79.54 265

ETH 67.09 81.05 85
KITTI 72.89 90.61 119

Hongbin Liu/Shandong University 2018
Hierarchical data association using

main-part and spatial-temporal feature
models [46]

CAVIAR 88.6 89.4 3
Parking Lot 76.2 73.9 34
MOT15 17.5 70.9 683

Weigang Lu/Jiangnan University 2019 Hierarchical network flows [47] MOT16 68.2 60.2 953
1S2. L1, S2. L2, S2. L3, S2. L1-2, S2. L2-1, Stadtmitte. 2TUD, PETS2009.
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confidence map output by the network is used as the affinity
basis. *e method framework is shown in Figure 18.

In Figure 18, for the specified object, the current frame
(k= 1) and the expansion area of the front and back frames
are cut, and then the SOT process is performed twice
through the twin network to get the upper and lower
confidence map output. Among them, there are three de-
tection attention masks. *e obtained affinity is the sum of
the information obtained by two SOT confidence maps and
the affinity obtained by detection attention mask.

Feng et al. [50] proposed a unified MOT framework,
including a SOTsubnetwork for capturing short-term cues, a
ReID subnetwork for extracting long-term cues, and the use
of regularization based on short-term and long-term cues.
Newton-enhanced decision tree trains a switcher-aware
classifier (SAC) for data association. Short-term clues help to
detect false negatives (FN), long-term clues avoid serious
errors when occlusion occurs, and SAC learns how to

combine multiple clues in an effective manner and improve
the robustness of data association.

In Figure 19, SOT captures short-term clues and ReID
captures long-term clues. SAC predicts their location. Using
short-term and long-term cues of the object, detection re-
sults, and switchers, detection results match the object.

Short-term clues based on SOTare based on the Siamese-
RPN framework, as shown in Figure 20. Based on long-term
clues of the pedestrian reidentification ReID network, the
main body of the ReID subnet is Inception-v4. ReID features
are extracted from the last FC layer before classification.

3.2. End-to-End Methods. Traditional machine learning is
often composed of many components, and results are ob-
tained in a pipelined manner. For example, a typical natural
language processing (NLP) problem includes multiple in-
dependent steps such as word segmentation, part-of-speech
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tagging, syntactic analysis, and semantic analysis. Each step
is an independent task, and the results will affect the fol-
lowing, thereby affecting the overall training results. *e
above method is non-end-to-end. In end-to-end training, an
error will be generated in the comparison between the
prediction result and the real result. And this error will be
propagated back in the network to continuously adjust the
prediction results so that it keeps approaching the true value.
All operations in the middle are included in self-contained
neural network and are no longer divided into multiple
modules for processing. *e above method is end-to-end.
End-to-end training network needs large datasets to get a
good result. If it is a small dataset, non-end-to-end is better.
With the development of technology and the accumulation
of time, the scale of the datasets is getting larger and larger,
so that the basic conditions for end-to-end deep learning are
already available. Recently, there are more and more MOTs
based on deep learning, there are features for feature ex-
traction, and some are used to improve the single object
tracker, such as Section 3.1. *is section introduces the end-
to-end data association.

Sun et al. [51] aimed at data association still relying on
traditional manual design, such as appearance, motion,
spatial proximity, and grouping, to calculate the similarity
between different frame objects and proposed the deep as-
sociation network (DAN) to learn the compact and com-
prehensive features of predetected objects at multiple levels of
abstraction and perform detailed pairing of these features in
any two frames to infer the similarity of objects. Aiming at the
problem of object occlusion, a twin network with shared
weights is used to jointly train a pair of frames that do not
need to be continuous, and the features of the object are
extracted for object association analysis. In order to track the
object in and out of the video frame, an additional column is
added to the calculation of the similarity matrix to indicate
the in and out of the object. *e experimental results on the
tracking datasets MOT15, MOT17, and UA-DETRAC show
that this method has the best results at that time.

In Figure 21, DNA is divided into two stages: feature
extraction stage and affinity estimation. In the feature ex-
traction stage, by inputting a pair of video frames It and Ct,
It−n and Ct−n that do not need to be continuous with the
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object center point information, after processing by twin
network, features Ft and Ft−n of each object in the video
frame are obtained n. In the affinity calculation stage, ψt – n, t
is generated by connecting and combining Ft and Ft−n, and
the association matrix is generated after the compressed
network is processed, and the corresponding rows and
columns are added to represent the in and out video frames
of the object, and then the final loss is calculated to obtain
final association result.

Han et al. [52] have the same overall framework as in
[51], which divides data association into two parts: feature
extraction and association evaluation. A framework is
proposed to obtain the appearance characteristics of the
object in an end-to-end manner, which includes low-level
and high-level semantic information. Higher-order feature
map is obtained by using the higher-order apparent asso-
ciation between objects in the current frame and the pre-
vious frame, and object’s higher-order feature is described
by a similarity matrix. Use hierarchical data association and
Hungarian algorithm to obtain the best matching rela-
tionship between objects. It can handle identity exchange
due to unreliable detection and local association failures.
*is is called MOT based on high-order appearance feature
fusion (MOT-HAFF). Results show that MOT-HAFF is
robust to long-term occlusion tracking.

In Figure 22, MOT-HAFF is divided into two stages: feature
extraction stage and affinity estimation. In the feature extraction
stage, by inputting a pair of video frames It and Ct, It− n and Ct− n
that do not need to be continuous with the object center point
information, after processingby the twinnetwork, the featuresFt and
Ft− n of each object in the video frame are obtained n, and generate
Ψt, t− n by connecting and combining Ft and Ft− n. In the affinity
estimation stage, Ψt, t− n are input to the OCN module that can
process feature maps at multiple spatial frequencies and reduce
spatial redundancy. After processing the tensor in OCN, it is input

into the GRN module consisting of nine convolutional layers. For
trajectory association, n similarity matrices are obtained by calcu-
lating appearance featurematrixFt, andFt storage is used to calculate
the future affinity matrix. Trajectory set Γt is updated by associating
the current framewithnprevious framesusing the calculated affinity
matrix.

Unlike the above literature, Guillem and Leal-Taixé
[53] are dedicated to learning better features for MOT for
most learning-based work and then use these features in
combination with a perfect optimization framework. In
this paper, the traditional network flow formula is ana-
lyzed, and a completely differentiable framework based on
message processing networks (MPNs) is defined. By op-
erating directly within the graph domain, you can globally
infer a set of detection results and predict the final so-
lution. *erefore, MOT learning does not need to be
limited to feature extraction, but can also be applied to the
data association step.

A set of input video frames and detection is shown in
Figure 23(a). Figure 23(b) shows graph construction. *e
nodes in the graph represent detection, and all nodes in
different frames are connected by an edge. CNN is used to
initialize node embedding in the graph, MLP is used to
encode geometric information (not shown in the figure) to
initialize edge embedding, and information contained in
these embedded items is propagated through the entire
graph through neural messaging, and a fixed number of
iterations are performed (Figure 23(c)). Once this process is
terminated, the embedding generated by neural information
transfer is used to divide the edge into active (green) and
inactive (red) (Figure 23(d)). During training, the predicted
cross-entropy loss w.r.t. ground-truth label is calculated.
When inferring, a simple rounding scheme is followed to
binarize the classification score and obtain the final tra-
jectory (Figure 23(e)).
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For each object of the current frame, the node update
part of its message delivery method takes time information
into account. *at is, for the previous frame and the fol-
lowing frame, the cumulative effect of the edges is calculated
separately, and the combination of the links is used instead
of the cumulative method.

In Figure 24, the direction of the arrow shows the di-
rection of time at the edge. After performing the edge up-
date, Figure 24(a) shows the starting point, and the
intermediate node update embedding is calculated.
Figure 24(b) shows the standard node updates in Vanilla
MPNs, where the embedding of all neighbors is jointly

aggregated. Figure 24(c) shows the proposed update, where
the embeddings from past and future frames are aggregated
separately and then connected and input into MLP to obtain
new node embeddings.

Multiple object tracking accuracy (MOTA) and multiple
object tracking precision (MOTP) are two standard and
widely used metrics in MOT. It is difficult to directly op-
timize MOTA and MOTP because these two indicators are
nondifferentiable. Xu et al. [54] propose a deep MOT
method that can directly optimize MOTA and MOTP. *is
method simulates the Hungarian algorithm through a bi-
directional recursive network. *e bidirectional recursive
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network inputs distance matrix from object to hypothesis
and outputs the best association from hypothesis to object.
*e proposed framework is shown in Figure 25.

In Figure 25, taking the example of tracking pedestrians
in a video sequence, at time t, several single object trackers
are used to track multiple people, providing Nt estimated
bounding boxes (e− bb),Xt1,Xt2,. . .,XtN.*ese estimates are
then compared to the ground-truth bounding boxes
(gt− bb), Ot1, Ot2, . . ., OtM. *e pairwise distance between
e− bb and gt− bb is stored in a distance matrix Dt. *e
proposed deep Hungarian network (DHN) is then used to
estimate the optimal soft-assignment matrix At. Finally,
expected values of MOTA and MOTP, MOTA, and MOTP
are computed from Dt and At.

*e goal of DHN in Figure 25 is to obtain the optimal
association matrix At from Dt, as shown in Figure 26.

In Figure 26, Dt is a two-dimensional matrix, and two
BiRNNs, with different weights and inputs, are sequentially
applied in order to receive information from elements in Dt
in a row-wise and in a column-wise direction. Firstly, Dt is
flattened in the row-wise order and is input into the first
BiRNN having hidden units of size h and it outputs a se-
quence containingM×N elements. Each element is a vector
of size 2× h. Secondly, reshape the output sequence into a
tensor, named first-stage hidden representation of size
M×N, with a depth of 2× h. After, a column-wise flatten
operation is performed before inputting to the second
BiRNN, which generates the second-stage hidden repre-
sentation, size of which is the same as the first-stage rep-
resentation. At that point, the second-stage hidden
representation is flattened and given to three FC layers.*ey
run independently for each of the M×N vectors of length
2× h, and their size is independent of Dt. It applies the
sigmoid function to the output after FC layers. Finally, after
reshaping, It obtains At.

After getting the optimal At, it needs to calculate the
MOT indicators MOTA and MOTP. Staying in the

previous example of tracking pedestrians, if a track is
matched to a ground truth (a match means that at time t, a
ground-truth identity is assigned to a track. *e matching
criterion can vary according to applications, commonly,
an IoU of two bounding boxes larger than 0.5 is con-
sidered as a match), the track is considered as a true
positive (TPt). Otherwise, it is a false positive (FPt) and a
missed ground truth is considered as a false negative
(FNt). For a track marked as TP at time t and at the most
recent previous time step, if it is assigned to different
ground truth identities, then it counts as identity switch
(IDSwt). *e task of deepMOT Loss (DML) in Figure 25 is
to calculate the values of FNt, FPt, and IDSwt through At
and Dt and then obtain MOTA and MOTP. *e detailed
process is shown in Figure 27.

In Figure 27, by calculating FNt, FPt, TPt, and IDSwt,
MOTAt and MOTPt are obtained.

*e study of Xu et al. [55] is an improved version of [54],
and the former has more experiments than the latter. An
end-to-end training framework for MOT methods is pro-
posed, which can train the evaluation indicators of MOT.
Most of the methods in [55] are derived from [54]. *e final
experimental results show that after using the deepMOT
training framework to train the tracker, the performance of
the tracking method can be improved to a certain extent.*e
method framework is shown in Figure 28.

In Figure 28, MOT training strategy proposed by net-
work structure (DOWN) considers tracking-to-object al-
location problem solved by the proposed DHN and
approximates the standard MOT loss, rather than the classic
training strategy using nondifferentiable HA (UP). *e
pairwise distance between e-bb and gt-bb is stored in a
distance matrix D. *e proposed DHN is then used to es-
timate the optimal soft-assignment matrix A.

Ma et al. [56] proposed deep association network
(DAN), learning graph-based training data, which is con-
structed through the spatiotemporal interaction of objects.
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DAN combines GNN, CNN, and motion encoder (ME).
CNNs and MEs extract appearance features and motion
features, respectively, and GNN associates the same objects
by optimizing the graph structure. *e framework of deep
association network is shown in Figure 29.

3.3. Wasserstein Metrics Methods. Cosine distance, Euclid-
ean distance, and Mahalanobis distance are all methods to
calculate the similarity of two vectors. Cosine distance
measures the angle of the space vector. It distinguishes the
difference from direction, but is not sensitive to absolute
value. Euclidean distance is the most common distance
metric. It measures the absolute distance between two points
in a multidimensional space. Mahalanobis distance is Eu-
clidean distance that is not affected by dimension, but data
premise is as follows: (1) independent distribution of each
dimension, and (2) the variance is equal to 1, the mean is 0,
and it has been standardized. It can be seen thatMahalanobis
distance is also more biased towards the difference in di-
mensions. Wasserstein distance was first proposed in the last
century [57], also known as Earth-Mover (EM) distance, and
the expression [58] is as follows:

W P1, P2(  � inf
c∼ P1 ,P2( )

E(x,y)∼y‖x − y‖. (1)

Among them, inf (·) represents the minimum value,Π (P1,
P2) is the set of all possible joint distributions after the com-
bination of P1 and P2, and P1 and P2 are the marginal dis-
tribution of Π (P1, P2). (x, y)∼c is sampled from the joint
distribution c, and the distance between them ||x− y|| is cal-
culated, so the expected distance value E (x, y)∼c[||x− y||] can
also be calculated, and the lower bound infc∼(P1 ,P2) E(x,y)∼y

‖x − y‖ of the expected value is found in all possible joint
distributions.

Bewley et al. [59] only used the running information of
the tracking object in the object association part, which is
easy to cause loss of object. Wojke et al. [60] added apparent
information of the object on this basis and used cosine
distance and Mahalanobis distance to comprehensively
calculate the similarity between objects, but there are many
false positives for object. Many related papers propose that
Wasserstein distance replaces previous Euclidean distance.
Mémoli [61] modified the Gromov–Hausdorff distance to
produce Gromov–Wasserstein distance, which is more
suitable for practical calculations, but retains all the ideal
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theoretical basis and gives the isomorphic classes in the
metric space Strict measure of conjugation. Solomon et al.
[62] summarized the previous work and appliedWasserstein
distance to many classic graphics problems such as corre-
spondence problems and BRDF. Bonneel et al. [63] com-
bined the color histogram and Wasserstein distance and
proposed its application in color space and shape inference.
Papadakis and Rabin [64] applied Wasserstein distance to
image segmentation problem. In the specific application of
vehicle tracking, partial occlusion and similar objects pose a
huge challenge. In order to solve the above problem, Zeng
et al. [65] proposed a robust MOT method by Wasserstein
Association Measurement. *e overall network structure is
shown in Figure 30. *e article combines deep neural
network and Wasserstein metric to solve the problem that
the traditional method of calculating the Wasserstein metric
is too complicated.

In Figure 30, the framework includes two stages:
vehicle proposal generation and Wasserstein-based
tracklet-detection association. *e former uses Faster
R-CNN to generate vehicle proposals. *e latter expresses
each tracklet and detection through TSSC, then calculates
the similarity between each tracklet and detection
through WD-1, and introduces the Kuhn–Munkres al-
gorithm to optimize the tracklet-detection correlation
performance.

Wasserstein metric is currently mostly used in adver-
sarial networks.*e better one isWasserstein GAN network,
which can generate high-quality pictures even without using
batch standardization. Wasserstein metric is a new direction
in videoMOTdata association, and there is still little relevant

literature. However, the accuracy of the final experimental
results, Wasserstein metric comprehensively considering
characteristics of direction and dimensions, and feasibility of
using deep learning to solve Wasserstein distance make data
association based on Wasserstein metric have a promising
future. And deep learning used in the data association stage
of MOT has a great development potential. *erefore, this
article describes the preliminary use of deep learning to solve
Wasserstein distance as a direction in deep learning-based
data association.

Table 2 shows data association methods evaluation and
representative work based on deep learning.

4. Benchmark Datasets

Data association is a stage in video MOT. Its fundamental
purpose is to improve the performance of object tracking.
*erefore, the datasets and evaluation indicators of video
MOT are still used. At present, according to the progress
of video multiobject development, the datasets can be
divided into two stages: classical datasets based on tra-
ditional methods and popular datasets based on deep
learning. *e size of the classic datasets is not large and
mainly used to test the performance of the method.
Popular datasets are generally larger because deep
learning can be said to be a learning process based on
datasets. *e larger the size of the datasets, the greater its
advantages and the higher the learning performance. With
the development of multiobject video tracking, the de-
mand for datasets will continue to increase. As a result,
domestic laboratories have launched MOT datasets for
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various scenes and different tracking objects through
video collection and postproduction. At present, large-
scale datasets are mainly for pedestrians and vehicles. *e
main scenes are shopping malls, pedestrian streets, sports,
highways, and traffic intersections. Table 3 shows the
details. *e most commonly used [70, 72, 73] datasets will
also be introduced later, and the evaluation indicators for
MOT will also be briefly introduced.

4.1. MOT17. MOT17 dataset is contributed by MOT chal-
lenge, which is a very influential game in the field of MOT.
Since 2005, many algorithms that participate in the com-
petition have been published in the top three computer
conferences—CVPR, ICCV, and ECCV. So far, the open
datasets are MOT15 to MOT20 series, of which the most
commonly used is the MOT17 dataset, which will be in-
troduced in this section.

MOT17 has a total of 42 video sequences, 21 of which are
used for training and 21 for testing; most of the video
resolution is 1920×1084 pixels, within one minute, and
there are more pedestrians and pedestrian occlusions; each
video sequence is captured by stationary or moving cameras

in a constrained environment. It uses all the video sequences
of MOT16, but has a more accurate ground truth, and each
sequence has 3 sets of detection: DPM, Faster R-CNN, and
SDP. Part of the training set based on SDP detection is
shown in Figure 31.

4.2. KITTI_Tracking. *e KITTI dataset was cofounded by
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology in Germany and Toyota’s
American Institute of Technology in 2011. It is currently the
world’s largest evaluation dataset for computer vision
methods in autonomous driving scenarios. *e original data
have a total of 180GB of data, including real image data
collected from urban, rural, and highway scenes. Each image
can have up to 15 vehicles and 30 pedestrians, as well as
various degrees of occlusion and truncation. *e entire
dataset is sampled at a frequency of 10Hz and consists of 389
pairs of stereo images and optical flowmaps, a 39.2 km visual
ranging sequence, and images of over 200 k 3D labeled
objects. *e KITTI data acquisition platform includes 2
grayscale cameras, 2 color cameras, a 3D lidar, 4 optical
lenses, and 1 GPS navigation system.*e collection platform
is shown in Figure 32.
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Figure 30: Overall network framework.
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Table 2: Summary and evaluation of previous studies on deep learning.

Author/organization Years Technical characteristics Dataset MOTA↑(%) MOTP↑(%) IDs↓
Ji Zhu/Shanghai Jiao Tong
University 2018 Unified framework, including SOTand data

association [48]
MOT16 46.1 73.8 532
MOT17 48.2 75.9 2194

Peng Chu/Temple University 2019
Feature extraction, affinity estimation, and

multidimensional distribution are
integrated in a single network [49]

MOT2015 40.6 71.1 778
MOT2017 52.0 76.5 3072
KITTI-Car 77.1 77.8 123

UA-
DETRAC 19.8 36.7 617

Weitao Feng/SenseTime Group
Limited 2019 SOT captures short-term cues, ReID

extracts long-term cues [50]

MOT2016 49.2 74.0 606
MOT2017 52.7 76.2 2167
MOT2016p 69.6 78.5 768

ShiJie Sun/University of
Western Australia 2019

End-to-end data association is divided into
two stages: feature extraction and affinity

estimation [51]

MOT2017 52.4 52.4 8431
MOT2015 38.3 38.3 1648.08

UA-
DETRAC 20.0 20.0 518.2

Guang Han/Nanjing University
of Posts and
Telecommunications

2019
End-to-end data association, extract

features that merge high-level and low-level
semantic information [52]

MOT2015 38.41 72.03 1547

MOT2017 48.8 76.9 5601

Brasó/Technical University of
Munich 2019 End-to-end data association, combining

graphs and minimizing costs [53]

2DMOT2015 48.3 — 504
MOT2016 55.9 — 431
MOT2017 55.7 — 1433

Yihong Xu/Univ. Grenoble
Alpes

2019 Propose a differentiable tracker that directly
optimizes MOTA and MOTP [54] MOT2017 44.3 76.0 4861

2019
End-to-end data association, a deep
Hungarian network is proposed for

microcomputable MOTA and MOTP [55]

MOT2017 53.7 77.2 1947

MOT2016 54.8 77.5 645

Cong Ma/Peking University 2019 End-to-end; combines CNN,ME, and GNN
[56]

DukeMTMC 86.7 — 928
MOT16 48.6 — 594

Yanjie Zeng/South China
University of Technology 2020 Multivehicle tracking with Wasserstein

association metric method [65]
VECHSV 72.4 85.3 670
DETRAC 68.5 86.5 151

Table 3: Classification of video MOT datasets.

Name Number of
goals

Number of
boxes

Camera
mode Scale Tracking

category Features Scenes

TownCenter
[66] 16 — Stable 4500 Pedestrian Simple; annotation is complete; clear; blocked

frequently 1

PETS09-S2L1
[67] 8 — Stable 795 Pedestrian Sparse crowd; high-speed nonlinear mode;

blocked frequently 1

TUD-
Stadtmitte [68] — — Stable 179 Pedestrian Low angle of view; severe mutual occlusion;

complete occlusion 1

Parking Lot
[69] 14 — Stable 1000 Pedestrian Parking lot; mutual blocking is more serious than

TUD 2

PETS09-S2L2
[39] — — Stable 168 Pedestrian Medium-density crowds; high speed; blocked

severely 1

MOT16 [56] 517 110407 Mobile/
stable 5316 Pedestrian Many scenes; comprehensive data; large amount

of data 7

MOT17 [70] 1638 564228 Mobile/
stable 15948 Pedestrian Many scenes; more comprehensive thanMOT16,

magnitude of the data is larger 7

MOT20 [70] 2332 1336920 Stable 8931 Pedestrian Wide scene at night; high crowd density 3
UA-DETRAC
[71] 8250 1210000 Stable 140000 Vehicle Canon EOS 550D camera records at 25 fps; rich

scenes; large data volume 24

KITTI [72] — 330000 Mobile 180GB Pedestrian/
vehicle

Vehicle-mounted camera; up to 15 vehicles and
30 pedestrians in each image; various degrees of

occlusion and truncation
>3

MOTs [73] 977 65213 Mobile 10870 Pedestrian/
vehicle

Pixel-level relabeling on the KITTI_Tracking and
MOTS challenge >10

DukeMTMC
[56] 1404 65213 Stable 36411 Pedestrian Large HD video dataset, typical MOT scenario 8
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Sample of KITTI dataset is shown in Figure 33, showing
the diversity of the dataset. Branch graph of KITTI data is
shown in Figure 34.

4.3. MOTs. In 2019, computer vision laboratory of Aachen
University of Technology in Germany proposed MOT and
segmentation network Track R-CNN in the paper and
published MOTS dataset with only two types of objects, car
and pedestrian. *is dataset relabels KITTI_Tracking and
MOT_Challenge datasets. KITTI_Tracking dataset is an-
notated as a 2D box. In order to meet MOTS task, KIT-
TI_MOTS dataset adds an instance segmentationMask label
and divides 20 sequences in the original KITTI dataset into a
training set and a test set. MOTS_Challenge dataset uses the
same method, but there are only four sequences, which are
densely populated and heavily occluded, and belong to the
challenge-level task data in MOT.

*e visualization of KITTI_Tracking dataset and
MOTS_Challenge dataset is shown in Figure 35 and Fig-
ure 36, respectively.

4.4. Evaluation Criteria for MOT. In the past, there was no
universal evaluation standard for MOT. Since 2008, Keni and
Rainer [74] introduced the calculation process of two com-
prehensive indicatorsMOTA andMOTP.*ese two indicators
have advantages and disadvantages, but as a comprehensive
indicator, it is still widely used in academia so far.

(1) MOTA: accuracy of MOT is reflected in the deter-
mination of the number of objects and the accuracy
of the relevant attributes of the object. It is used to
count the accumulation of errors in tracking, in-
cluding FP, FN, and IDSw. In general, the larger the
value, the better the tracking effect:

Training set

Sample Length Description

MOT17-13-
SDP 25 1920 × 1080 750 (00:30) 110 11642 15.5 Filmed from a bus on a busy

intersection 

MOT17-11-
SDP 30 1920 × 1080 900 (00:30) 75 9436 10.5 Forward moving camera in a busy

shopping mall 

MOT17-10-
SDP 30 1920 × 1080 654 (00:22) 57 12839 19.6 A pedestrian scene filmed at night by a

moving camera 

MOT17-09-
SDP 30 1920 × 1080 525 (00:18) 26 5325 10.1 A pedestrian street scene filmed from a

low angle 

MOT17-05-
SDP 14 640 × 480 827 (01:00) 133 6917 8.3 Street scene from a moving platform

MOT17-02-
SDP 30 1920 × 1080 600 (00:20) 62 18581 31.0 People walking around a large square

MOT17-04-
SDP 30 1920 × 1080 1050 83 47557 45.3 Pedestrian street at night, elevated

viewpoint 

ResolutionFPSName DensityBoxesTracks

Figure 31: Partial training set based on SDP detection.
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Figure 32: Data acquisition platform.
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Figure 33: Sample of KITTI dataset.
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Figure 34: Branch graph of KITTI data.

Figure 35: Example of KITTI_Tracking dataset visualization.
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MOTA � 1 −


t

mt + fpt + mmet( 


t

gt

. (2)

mt: FP, the missing number, that is the object does
not match its assumed position in the tth frame.
fpt: FN, the number of misjudgments, that is the
hypothetical position given in the tth frame does not
match the tracking object.
mmet: IDSw, the number of mismatches, that is the
number of times ID switching occurs in the tracking
object in the tth frame, which mostly occurs in the
case of occlusion.
gt: GT, the number of ground-truth objects, and the
total number of GTs in the entire video.

(2) MOTP: accuracy of MOTis used to measure whether
the object position is accurate; generally speaking,
the larger the value, the better the tracking effect:

MOTP �
i,td

i
t

tct

. (3)

where ct represents the number of matches between
the tth frame object and the hypothesis and di

t

represents the distance between the tth frame object
and its paired hypothesis location, that is, the
matching error.

In addition to the above commonly used main evalua-
tion standards, there are the following standards:

(1) MT (Mostly Tracked): a track can be considered as
MT if it is tracked to more than 80%. No matter how
the ID changes on this trajectory (for example, it
changes during prediction), as long as this trajectory
accounts for more than 80% of the actual trajectory,
it can be considered as MT. *e larger the value, the
better the tracking effect.

(2) ML (Mostly Lost Tracking): if a track is tracked
below 20%, it is consideredML; the smaller the value,
the better the tracking performance.

(3) PT (Partially Tracked): in addition to MT and ML,
others are considered to be PT; the smaller the value,
the better the tracking performance.

(4) FM (Fragmentation): the number of times the real
trajectory is interrupted; the smaller the value, the
better the tracking performance.

5. Summary and Outlook

5.1. Challenges in Data Association Research. Video MOT
has a wide range of application scenarios in the fields of
driverless, intelligent monitoring, and so on.*e importance
of data association in MOT is self-evident, which plays a
decisive role in MOTdevelopment. In recent years, with the
application of deep learning in data association, perfor-
mance and robustness of object association have been greatly
improved, but there is still a lot of room for improvement
from real application in real scenes. At present, there are still
some challenges in data association:

(1) Occlusion problem: when the objects are associated
with each other, or between objects or trajectories,
especially in the case of crowding, occlusion by
objects themselves or other objects will lead to wrong
or even failed association, and object ID may be
exchanged or even the tracked object may be lost.

(2) Similar interference in class: before calculating the
similarity degree of objects between frames, there
needs to extract features of the object first. *en, it
may happen that the extracted object feature in-
formation is not rich enough, which makes it im-
possible to distinguish similar objects in the class,
and finally leads to the association between wrong
objects.

(3) Object missing, not aligned: when twin network is
used to calculate the similarity between two frames of
objects, because of the absence and misalignment of
objects, it will lead to object association failure even if
the similarity of the same object cannot meet
threshold requirements through simple feature su-
perposition and fusion.

*e above is just the main problem of data association.
*ere are still many problems to be solved in detail, in-
cluding excessive parameters and calculation. Real time,
accuracy, and generality will always be the direction of data
association. In addition, how to use the existing technology
to make real life more intelligent, convenient, and low-cost,
high-performance operation requirements is also an urgent
problem to be solved.

5.2. Outlook. *is paper introduces traditional data asso-
ciation and data association based on deep learning, in
which data association based on deep learning is the focus.
Traditional data association calculation is small and can be
run on CPU, but the performance is not good, and most of
them need human intervention, which is time-consuming
and labor-consuming. Data association based on deep
learning has better performance, and it seldom needs human
intervention. *e network will complete most of the work

Figure 36: Example of MOTS_Challenge dataset visualization.
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independently, but it needs a large amount of data and a
large amount of calculation, and the training process needs
to use GPU. With the upgrading of computer hardware,
accumulation of related datasets, and improvement of
methods, data association based on deep learning ushers in
greater prospects for development, and video MOTwill also
make new breakthroughs.

(1) Creating a good dataset and evaluation criteria can help
improve association performance. Although there are
already related datasets at this stage, there is still no
better choice for a general video tracking datasets of real
scene. In addition, the problem of datasets annotation is
still a time-consuming and labor-consuming project.
Although there are some semiautomatic or automatic
annotation tools, the effect is not very good.

(2) When dataset conditions are satisfied, a good method
determines the performance of data association.
Combining the advantages of traditional data asso-
ciation and deep learning is a better development
direction. At present, although there are related re-
search directions, the way of combination is still
superficial and the performance is not high. *ere-
fore, this is also one of the future research directions.

(3) Data association can be divided into two stages: feature
extraction and affinity estimation. With the develop-
ment of deep learning, the performance of the two
stages has been greatly improved, but it is easy to make
mistakes when encountering occlusion, missing, mis-
alignment, and so on. For the former stage, with
deepening of the network, how to retain more useful
details and build a feature model based on 3D level and
feature information including the objectmultiattitude is
a problem worthy of deep thought. For the latter stage,
there is still a long way to go for a more perfect
combination of spatiotemporal attention mechanism,
motion model, and appearance model.

(4) In object association, embedding SOTmodule to deal
with occlusion, missing, and misaligned features is a
promising direction. SOT module can decompose
complex problems, and single object has been proved
to be effective in dealing with occlusion problems.

(5) With hardware upgrading, computing speed will be
improved, which speeds up the newmethod to show its
effect, support more complex methods, shorten
achievement transformation time, and promote the
rapid improvement of data association performance,
that is, significant improvement of MOTperformance.

In the future, with the development of deep learning and
improvement of the quality and quantity of datasets, data
association will have a huge improvement and then shine a
dazzling light in driverless and intelligent monitoring,
making the whole society more intelligent.
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